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Abstract: - An automatic human cell detection system is proposed in this article. Histograms of Oriented Gradients are used for cell feature extraction. A robust search procedure, using variable sized sliding windows, is performed for cell localization in grayscale images. The proposed sliding-window based search algorithm is used in combination with a non-linear SVM-based feature vector classification technique. Some successful experiments are described in this paper.
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1 Introduction
Object-class detection represents an important computer vision domain that deals with identifying instances of semantic objects of a certain class in digital images and video sequences [1]. The most object-class detection techniques identify popular classes of objects, such as humans, faces, cars, buildings or animals.

These object detection methods use various image features, such as Wavelet-based features [2], Haar-like characteristics [3] or HOG-based features [4]. Support Vector Machines [5] or Boost classifiers [6], like AdaBoost and GentleBoost, are usually used by these approaches in the classification stage.

We approached the object detection domain in our previous works. Thus, several skin detection [7], face detection [8] and person detection techniques [9] have been proposed by us. In this paper we focus on another human-related class of image objects: human cells [10]. A cell detection method is thus provided.

Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) represent a powerful tool for performing human detection [4]. We use them successfully for cell featuring in this work. Our HOG-based feature extraction is described in next section.

Then, a SVM-based classification approach is proposed in the third section. A sliding-window based search algorithm is used in combination with the SVM classifier for cell localization. The proposed search procedure is presented in the fourth section.

The performed cell detection experiments and method comparisons are discussed in the fifth section of this paper. The conclusions are elaborated in the last section, and the paper ends with a list of references.

2 HOG-based Feature Extraction
As mentioned in the introduction we consider a HOG-based cell feature extraction. Histogram of Oriented Gradients represents a robust feature descriptor used in computer vision area for object detection. They prove to be very useful for pedestrian detection [4].

We compute HOG characteristics for the subimages corresponding to cells’ bounding boxes. A HOG-based feature vector is modeled for such an image.

First, one determines the image gradient values, representing directional changes in the intensity or color. The gradient vector is formed by combining the partial derivatives of the image \( I \) in the \( x \) and \( y \) directions:

\[ \nabla I = \left( \frac{\partial I}{\partial x}, \frac{\partial I}{\partial y} \right). \] (1)

The gradients in the two directions can be computed by applying the 1D centered, point discrete derivative mask in the horizontal and vertical directions:
The gradient orientations of the image are computed as \( \theta = \arctan \left( \frac{\partial I}{\partial x}, \frac{\partial I}{\partial y} \right) \). The image \( I \) is then divided into cells, and for each cell, one computes a local 1D histogram of gradient directions (orientations) over the pixels from that cell [4,11].

We consider 9 bins for the local histogram. The histogram channels are evenly spread over 0 to 180 degrees, so each histogram bin corresponds to a 20 degree orientation interval. The obtained cell histograms are then combined into a descriptor vector of the image.

First, these cells have to be locally contrast-normalized, due to the variability of illumination and shadowing in the image. That requires grouping the cells together into larger, spatially-connected blocks. Once the normalization is performed, all the histograms can be concatenated in a single feature vector, representing the HOG descriptor.

We use [3x3] cell blocks of [6x6] pixel cells with 9 histogram channels. The feature vector of the image is computed as its HOG descriptor, with 81 coefficients. This could be expressed as \( V(I) = HOG(I) \).

### 3 A SVM Classification Approach

The Support Vector Machines (SVM) represent supervised machine learning models, widely used in object detection tasks [5]. They can perform efficiently both linear and non-linear feature vector classification. Using a set of training examples, each marked as belonging to one of two classes, a SVM training algorithm predicts, for each given input, which of two possible classes has to represent the correct output [12].

Obviously, the object-class detection task can be formulated as a binary linear classifier problem. It can be solved by considering two classes, objects and non-objects, and applying a SVM model on them.

We develop a non-linear SVM training model for human cell detection, because non-linear SVMs are consistently found to be better suited for the image object detection task. Thus, a large enough training set is constructed first. Our training data consists of two subsets: the set of positives, containing bounding boxes of biological cells, and the set of negatives, containing non-cell images of various sizes.

A training set example is depicted in the next two figures. Its positive samples are displayed in Fig.1, while the negative samples are displayed in Fig.2.

**Fig. 1. The positive training sub-set**

The training set could be expressed in the following form:

\[
S = \{(T_i, x_i) \ldots (T_n, x_n)\}, x_i \in \{-1,1\} \tag{3}
\]

where \( T_i \) represent the training samples and their labels are:

\[
x_i = x(T_i) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } T_i \text{ - positive} \\
-1, & \text{if } T_i \text{ - negative} 
\end{cases} \tag{4}
\]

The HOG-based feature extraction described in previous section is performed on these training subsets, the feature training set of the system thus
being obtained. It is composed of the computed feature vectors \( V(T_i), i = 1, \ldots, n \).

![Fig. 2. The negative training sub-set](image)

One has to identify the maximum-margin hyperplane that divides the objects characterized by \( x_i = 1 \) from those having \( x_i = -1 \). We consider a quadratic programming technique for separate hyperplane identification.

Also, our non-linear classification algorithm uses a nonlinear kernel function instead of the dot product used in the linear case. Thus a quadratic kernel is considered to map the training data \( S \) into the kernel space.

If this SVM classifier is applied to an input object represented by its bounding image \( I \), the SVM-based classification of its feature vector will produce the object labeling. That can be expressed formally as:

\[
x(I) = SVM (V(I)) \tag{5}
\]

4 A Novel Sliding-window based Search Algorithm

One has to solve the following computer vision task: locate all objects representing human cells from a given image \( Im \). We detect the bounding boxes of those cells by performing a sliding window scanning over the grayscale version of the respective image [13].

Thus, we propose a cell search algorithm that scans \( Im \) using a variable sized sliding window. At each step, one computes the HOG-based feature vector of the sub-image corresponding to the current window. The SVM classification algorithm is applied to the feature vector and, as a result, the analyzed sub-image is labeled as either positive or negative.

If a positive is identified, the next search should be performed far enough from it. For this reason the positions of pixels corresponding to the detected cell are marked as already visited. That will reduce the complexity of the scanning process.

We consider that the widths and heights of the cells vary between some minimum and maximum values. Therefore, the sliding-window size has to vary accordingly. Let us note these values as following: \( w_{\text{min}}, w_{\text{max}}, h_{\text{min}}, h_{\text{max}} \).

Let us introduce the following notation: \( \text{Subim}(Im, x, y, w_1, w_2, h_1, h_2) \) representing the set of all subimages of \( Im \) having the upper-left pixel \( Im(x,y) \), the width in interval \([w_1, w_2]\) and the height in the interval \([h_1, h_2]\). This set of subimages can be determined recursively.

The proposed searching algorithm is expressed by the following pseudocode:

```plaintext
Detect_cells (Im)
mark = 0 matrix with the same size \([M \times N]\) as \( Im \)
\( S = \emptyset \);
for \( i = 1 \) to \( M - h_{\text{min}} \)
    for \( j = 1 \) to \( N - w_{\text{min}} \)
        if mark \((i,j)\) = 0
            for each \( I \in \text{Subim}(Im, i, j, w_{\text{min}}, w_{\text{max}}, h_{\text{min}}, h_{\text{max}}) \)
                Compute \( V(I) = \text{HOG}(I) \);
                Apply SVM classifier to \( V(I) \) as in (5):
                \( x(I) = SVM(V(I)) \);
                if \( x(I) = 1 \) then
                    \( S = S \cup \{I\} \);
                    for each pixel location \((a,b) \in I\)
                        mark(a,b) = 1; (mark location as visited)
            end
        end
    end
end
Return \( S \).
End
```

The result of a cell searching process is displayed in Fig. 3. The stem cells from the depicted grayscale image are identified and marked with red rectangles. In that figure, one can see also a blue rectangle marking a subimage representing a non-cell example.

5 Experiments
We have performed numerous cell detection experiments using the detection technique provided here. The numerical tests performed on various image datasets, containing various types of cells, have produced satisfactory detection results that prove the effectiveness of our proposed approach. It has achieved a high detection rate, of approximately 90%.

Also, high values are obtained for the performance parameters. Thus, values around 0.9 have been achieved for both the Precision and Recall parameters. This means that almost all the detected objects returned by our approach are relevant, very few false positives being returned by it. Also, the high Recall value indicates that almost all true positives are returned.

We have developed and tested many appropriate SVM training sets, containing cells and non-cell objects. One of those training data sets is described in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, being composed of 29 positives and 29 negatives.

While the proposed detection technique provides very good cell identification results, it does not execute fast enough. That is because of the high complexity and computational cost of the sliding-window based search algorithm. In our experiments we apply this algorithm with the following parameters: \( w_{\min} = 20, w_{\max} = 50, h_{\min} = 20, h_{\max} = 50 \) \( M = 512 \) and \( N = 672 \). Lower values could reduce its complexity, but also its effectiveness. The values of parameters related to HOG computing, described in section 2, also may influence the computational complexity of the detection system.

Method comparisons have also been performed. Our cell searching procedure is considerably faster than methods based on Exhaustive Search (ES), but slower than approaches that do not perform image scanning.

Thus, we have also compared the obtained detection results with those produced by other cell identification techniques that are based on image segmentation, using edge detection or threshold values and some morphological operations [10, 14]. From our tests, we have found that the approach described here is more performant, obtaining a higher Recall value, but also it is somewhat slower. While the segmentation-based methods often fail to return all the positives, producing a higher number of missed biological cells, they run faster than the technique proposed in this paper.

6 Conclusion
An automatic cell detection system has been proposed in this paper. It performs a proper HOG-based feature extraction, then it applies a non-linear SVM-based algorithm, using a quadratic kernel function, in the classification stage.

Obviously, we have approached a particular object-class detection task: cell identification in images. The main purpose of this paper was to prove that the HOG characteristics and the SVMs, used mainly in human detection domain, work satisfactorily for other classes of objects too.

For this purpose we have considered some proper parameters for HOG computing and SVM, but more important we have constructed efficient training data sets for cell detection. Modeling an appropriate SVM training set is key to achieve satisfactory object-class detection results.

An important contribution of this article is also the proposed sliding-window based cell searching algorithm. The performed detection experiments prove its effectiveness, but we intend to further improve it, by reducing its complexity and consequently the running time.

The object-class detection approach provided here has also many important application areas, such as medical imaging, cell tracking, human cell database organizing, indexing and retrieval. Besides improving the cell searching procedure, our future research will focus on cell tracking in video...
sequences [15], which represents the next step beyond cell detection.
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